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Abstract
The aim of the study was to evaluate the interest of quantitative bone SPECT-CT in the preoperative assessment of knee
osteoarthritis (OA) before unicompartmental knee arthroplasty (UKA).
Patients eligible for UKA were prospectively included in 2 centers and underwent a preoperative SPECT-CT. Images were

reconstructed with an OSEM, an OSCGM (allowing SUV quantification) and an enhanced OSCGM (containing uptakes to bones)
algorithms. Visual analysis and quantification (SUVmax) were performed for each compartment (medial compartment [MC], lateral
compartment [LC], and patellofemoral compartment [PFC]). Clinical data were preoperatively assessed. The gold standard was the
per-operative OA staging (International Cartilage Repair Society [ICRS] scale). Spearman’s correlation coefficient was used for
correlations. Sensitivity (Se), specificity (Sp), positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), and accuracy of SPECT-
CT were assessed.
One hundred three patients (50 women, 53 men, mean age=64.5±10.3 y/o, 120 preoperative knees) were analyzed. There was

no correlation between SUVmax and clinical data. There was a correlation between ICRS staging and SUVmax with both OSCGM
(MC [rs=0.25], LC [rs=0.51], and PFC [rs=0.27]), and enhanced OSCGM, except in the PFC (MC [rs=0.22], LC [rs=0.62], and PFC
[rs=0.03]). The Se, Sp, PPV, NPV, and accuracy of SPECT-CT were, respectively, 0.99, 0.67, 0.98, 0.80, 0.97 for the MC; 0.50,
0.85, 0.42, 0.89, 0.79 for the LC; and 0.23, 0.86, 0.50, 0.64, 0.62 for the PFC.
Bone SPECT-CT SUVmax is correlated with per-operative OA staging. Despite the low sensitivity of SPECT-CT in the LC, its high

specificity in the LC should prompt the surgeon to be vigilant before UKA surgery.

Abbreviations: Acc = accuracy, ACL = anterior cruciate ligament, CT = computed tomography, FWHM = full width at half
maximum, ICRS = International Cartilage Repair Society, KOOS = Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score, LC = lateral
compartment, MC =medial compartment, MOAB =metabolic osteoarthritis burden, MOAV =metabolic osteoarthritis volume, MRI
=magnetic rresonance imaging, NPV= negative predictive value, OA= osteoarthritis, OSCGM = ordered subset conjugate gradient
minimization, OSEM = ordered subset expectation maximization, PFC = patellofemoral compartment, PPV = positive predictive
value, Se = sensitivity, Sp = specificity, SPECT = single photon emission computed tomography, SUV = standardized uptake value,
TKA = total knee arthroplasty, UKA = unicompartmental knee arthroplasty, VRS = verbal rating scale.
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1. Introduction

Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is one of the leading causes of global
disability, with a worldwide age-standardized prevalence of
3.8%.[1] Costs induced by this disease are important because of
its high prevalence.[2] Diagnosis remains based on clinical
findings, and severity has to be assessed by imaging, particularly
by plain radiography of the knee. Nonsurgical treatments are
recommended in first intention for these patients.[3] The primary
goals of knee OA treatment are to relieve from pain with a high
mobility joint. Refractory patients to these nonsurgical treatment
options may be referred to joint surgery.[4] Although high tibial
osteotomy for treating or preventing knee OA is usually reserved
to young patients with knee malalignment, the surgical treatment
usually consists in total knee arthroplasty (TKA) or unicom-
partmental knee arthroplasty (UKA).
UKA quickly became an alternative treatment to TKA. The first

unicompartmental knee prostheses were implanted in the 1970s.[5]

The ideawas to replaceonly theosteoarthritic compartment, sparing
the other ones. That is why OA has to be confined to a single
compartment in patients undergoing anUKAprocedure.Moreover,
the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) has to be functional.
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It has been shown inmany series that UKA improved outcomes
of selected patients with unicompartmental knee OA.[6,7]

Advantages of UKA include shorter postoperative recovery,
increased postsurgical ranges, and less perioperative morbidity
(including thromboembolism, myocardial infarction, and
stroke). Nevertheless, UKAs had worse implant survival both
for revision and for revision/reoperation than TKAs at 8 years.[7]

Better accurate criteria for UKA indications appear to be
fundamental to benefit from the advantages of UKA, without
a too high revision or reoperation rate.
Criteria for UKA indications are still a matter of debate. Kozzin

and Scott proposed in 1989 criteria based on clinical findings,
including age, pain localization, body weight, ACL integrity, and
knee deformity.[8] Although these criteria are widely used, some
of these contraindications seem obsolete. Indeed, surgery practice
and prosthesis have changed since 1989. Some authors recently
even proposed to ignore some of Kozinn’s contraindications
(such as chondrocalcinosis or patellofemoral OA),[9] and to
change some recommended thresholds (age, weight, activity)
with good results.
Otherwise restriction of OA to a single compartment seems to

be paramount to UKA success. Radiographic images may help in
extent assessment, but it has been shown that there was a major
discrepancy between radiographic and arthroscopic findings.[10]

Other imaging modalities, such as bone scintigraphy, have been
assessed. Indeed, it has been used for many years as a marker of
OA, due to its ability to predict joint space narrowing[11] and
after knee surgery.[12] Moreover, volumetric scintigraphic
imaging, single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT), combined with computed tomography (CT), appears
to be a good tool to characterize knee OA[13–16] and helps to
select patients with unicompartmental knee OA.[17]

Recent technological advances available in SPECT/CT, in
particular new reconstructions, allow to quantify uptakes in bone
SPECT-CT,[18] with standardized uptake value (SUV) calculation
as performed in PET/CT for oncological diseases. So we
hypothesized that this tool could improve in the selection of
patients before UKA, and we studied the potential interest of this
quantitative tool in the preoperative assessment of UKA.
2. Method

2.1. Patients

Patients >18 years old eligible to UKA surgery for knee OA
were prospectively included in 2 centers. Indication of UKA
was assessed by an experienced orthopedic surgeon. Criteria of
exclusion were contraindications for bone scintigraphy (preg-
nancy, breast feeding), signs of a multicompartmental knee OA
indicating TKA surgery, such as diffuse and intense knee pain,
or radiological severe multicompartmental knee OA, and
consent refusal. All patients received oral and written
information, and gave their oral and written consent. This
study was approved by the ethics committee of our institution
(NCT03145090).
2.2. Clinical data

All included patients underwent a bone scintigraphy in the
nuclear medicine department of our institution. All patients had a
clinical consultation with a nuclear medicine physician before
radiopharmaceutical injection. Knee pain (according to a verbal
rating scale [VRS] from 0 to 10) and location of the pain (medial,
2

lateral, anterior, posterior, diffuse, or other) were assessed by the
physician. Moreover, a written dedicated knee OA score, the
Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS), was
completed by the patient. This score is divided into 5 parts:
symptoms/stiffness, pain, function/daily living, function/sports/
recreational activities, and quality of life. It is rated out of 100, 0
corresponding to an extremely painful and nonfunctional knee,
100 corresponding to a painless and totally functional knee.
2.3. Imaging
2.3.1. Image acquisition. Scintigraphic acquisitions consisted
with an early planar acquisition (anterior and posterior views) of
the knees 10 minutes after injection of 9MBq/kg (0.24mCi/kg)
(500–800 MBq, 13.5–21.6 mCi) of 99mTc 3,3-diphosphono-
1,2-propanedicarboxylic acid (DPD, Teceos, IBAMolecular, Gif-
sur-Yvette, France) following by a whole-body acquisition
completed by a SPECT-CT on a dual-headed gamma camera
(Symbia Intevo T6, Siemens), centered on the knees, about 3
hours after injection. A low-energy high-resolution parallel-hole
collimator was used for the acquisition. The energy window was
set at 15%, centered on the photon energy peak of Tc-99m (140
keV). The SPECT acquisition protocol was as follows: 120
frames per detector head, each with duration of 10seconds,
acquired over 360° into a 256�256 matrix.
CT acquisition centered on the knees was performed

immediately after the SPECT acquisition with a pitch of 1.0,
tube voltage 130kV, automatic mAs control (reference: 60 mAs),
slice thickness 1.25mm, matrix 512�512, field of view 30cm.
The CT reconstruction used a hard filter (B80s).

2.3.2. Image reconstruction. Scintigraphic data were recon-
structed using 3 different algorithms:
1.
 The reference ordered subset expectation maximization
(OSEM) 3D iterative algorithm (FLASH3D, Siemens)
(OSEM-3D), 8 iterations, and 15 subsets with a 128�128
matrix (pixel size 4.8�4.8�4.8mm), and a 12mm full width
at half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian postfilter.
The ordered subset conjugate gradient minimization
2.

(OSCGM) xSPECT algorithm (Siemens), allowing to perform
SUV quantification thanks to the xSPECT Quant tool, 8
iterations and 6 subsets with a 256�256 matrix (pixel size
1.9�1.9�1.9mm), and a 10mm FWHMGaussian postfilter.
The OSCGM-enhanced (OSCGM-e) xSPECTbone algorithm
3.

(Siemens), which uses CT data to constrain uptakes to bone
structures, also allowing SUV quantification thanks to the
xSPECT Quant tool, 8 iterations and 6 subsets with a 256�
256 matrix (pixel size 1.9�1.9�1.9mm), and a 10mm
FWHM Gaussian postfilter. Attenuation and scatter correc-
tions were applied in the 3 reconstructions. Figure 1 shows an
example of images obtained with the 3 reconstructions.

2.3.3. Image analysis. Images were interpreted by a nuclear
medicine physician blinded from the clinical context. CT, SPECT,
and fused SPECT-CT images were visualized with a commercially
available interpretation software (Syngo.via, Siemens). To avoid
memorization bias, each data set was interpreted with a 4 weeks
interval.
Data set 1: Early planar images were interpreted according to a

visual 3-point scale (0: no uptake; 1: moderate uptake; 2: intense
uptake). Knee was divided into 2 parts: medial and lateral
compartments. Only likely articular uptakes were taken into
consideration; uptakes due to effusion were not.
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Figure 1. Example of SPECT and SPECT-CT images obtained with OSEM-3D, OSCGM, and OSCGM-e reconstructions (coronal views).
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Data set 2: CT images of knee OA were assessed for each
articular compartment (medial compartment [MC], lateral
compartment [LC], and patellofemoral compartment [PFC])
according to a 3-point scale (0: no/minor OA; 1: moderate OA; 2:
severe OA). CT signs of knee OA taken into consideration were
joint space narrowing, sclerosis, osteophytes, and subchondral
cysts.
Data set 3: OSEM-3D SPECT-CT images were visually

assessed according to a 3-point scale (0: no uptake; 1: moderate
uptake; 2: intense uptake, in comparison with the uptake of the
cortical bone of the proximal tibial metaphysis) for the MC, LC,
and PFC. CT images were available to localize the uptakes, but
were not taken into consideration for the SPECT assessment.
Uptakes of the tibial spines were not considered as MC, LC, nor
PFC uptakes.
Data set 4: OSCGM SPECT-CT images were also visually

assessed according to the same 3-point scale. SUVsmeasurements
(SUVmax and SUVpeak) were performed to quantify the
intensity of the uptake on each joint compartment visually
considered as higher than the cortical bone of the ipsilateral
proximal tibial metaphysis. SUVmax was the SUV value of the
highest intensity voxel of the volume of interest (VOI). SUVpeak
3

was the maximum average SUV within a 1cm spherical volume,
comprising the VOI.
Metabolic OA volume (MOAV), defined as the total volume of

the voxels whose SUV was superior to 50% of the knee joint
SUVmax, was also measured for the whole knee. Only joint
uptakes voxels were included in the MOAV. Uptakes due to
osteophytosis or enthesopathy were not included in the MOAV.
Tibial spines uptakes were included into the MOAV. Metabolic
OA burden (MOAB) was defined by the product of the MOAV
and the SUVmean (SUVmean was the mean of the SUV values of
the voxels included in the MOAV). Knee MOAB was calculated.
MOAV and MOAB measurements were performed on MIM
Software (v 6.6).
OSCGM-e SPECT-CT images benefited from the same per-

compartment analysis, with visual and quantitative (SUVmax,
SUVpeak, MOAV, and MOAB) measurements.
2.4. Per-operative assessment

Per-operative macroscopic findings of OA were considered as
the gold standard. OA was assessed according to the
International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) scale,[19] which

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 2. Form of per-operative findings.
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rates OA from 0 (normal cartilage) to 4 (complete loss of
cartilage thickness, bone only). Six articular surfaces were
assessed: medial tibial plateau, lateral tibial plateau, medial
femoral condyle, lateral femoral condyle, patella, and trochlea.
Each of them was divided into 9 equal parts, with the exception
of the trochlea, which was divided into 6. The orthopedic
surgeon per-operatively assessed the OA ICRS stage for each
part (Fig. 2). The maximum value of each compartment was
considered as the OA stage of this compartment. For ethics
condition, the orthopedic surgeon was aware of the scinti-
graphic findings.
4

2.5. Statistical analysis
Knees with planned surgery were analyzed. Spearman’s correla-
tion coefficient rs was used for correlation analysis. A per-knee
correlation was performed between clinical (KOOS, VRS) and
imaging data (bone scintigraphy and CT). A per-compartment
correlation was performed between per-operative ICRS staging
and imaging (semi quantitative SPECT and CT) data. A value of
P< .05 was considered as statistically significant.
The diagnostic performance of each SPECT-CT reconstruction

and CT for knee OA in each compartment (sensitivity [Se],
specificity [Sp], positive predictive value [PPV], negative predictive



Figure 3. Flowchart of the study.
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value [NPV], accuracy [Acc]) was assessed based on the visual
analysis (1 or 2 were considered as positive, 0 as negative). A
compartment was considered as positive according to the gold
standard if its ICRS staging was 2 or higher.
3. Results

From March 2015 to July 2016, 109 patients were included. Six
patients were excluded from the analysis because of per-operative
finding of osteonecrosis of the medial or lateral femoral condyle.
The flow chart of the study describes the data available (Fig. 3).
One hundred three patients (50 women, 53men, mean age=64.5
±10.3 years), corresponding to 120 knees, were analyzed.
Population is described in Table 1. Ninety-one knees were

included in the per-compartment analysis. Knee OA was per-
operatively assessed (Table 2). Three joint surfaces could not be
Table 1

Characteristics of the 103 analyzed patients.
Sex Women 50

Men 53
Age Mean±SD 64.5±10.3

Range 35–84
Surgery planned Unilateral UKA 86

Bilateral UKA 17
Arthroplasties performed in the

91 knees included in the
per-compartment analysis

Medial UKA 82

Lateral UKA 8
Medial+PF UKAs 1

PF=patellofemoral, SD= sandard deviation, UKA=unicompartmental knee arthroplasty.

5

evaluated by the surgeon (1 medial and 1 lateral tibial plateaus,
and 1 trochlea). Mean delay between bone scan and surgery was
56±63 days.
There was no significant correlation between clinical data

(KOOS, VRS) and SPECT or CT data (Table 3). Table 4 sums up
the correlations between SUVmax/SUVpeak and CT data with
ICRS per-operative staging for MC, LC, and PFC for both
OSCGMandOSCGM-e reconstructions. SUVmax and SUVpeak
were correlated with ICRS staging (except PFC with OSCGM-e).
CT was less correlated with ICRS staging than bone scintigraphy
in the LC.
Considering ICRS stage 2 or over as significant OA, in OSEM-

3D reconstruction, in the MC, Se was 0.99 [0.94; 1.00], Sp 0.67
[0.30; 0.90], PPV 0.98 [0.92; 0.99], and NPV 0.80 [0.38; 0.96].
In the LC, Se was 0.50 [0.28; 0.72], Sp 0.85 [0.76; 0.92], PPV
0.42 [0.23; 0.64], and NPV 0.89 [0.80; 0.94]. And in the PFC, Se
was 0.23 [0.12; 0.39], Sp 0.86 [0.74; 0.93], PPV 0.50 [0.28;
0.72], and NPV 0.64 [0.53; 0.74]. Performance of bone SPECT-
CTwith the 3 reconstructions is detailed in Figure 4. Sensitivity of
Table 2

Peroperative characteristics of knee osteoarthritis of the 91
operated knees included in the per-compartment analysis.

MC LC PFC

ICRS 0 5 69 53
ICRS 1 1 6 3
ICRS 2 4 6 15
ICRS 3 18 2 17
ICRS 4 63 8 3

LC= lateral compartment, MC=medial compartment, PFC=patellofemoral compartment.

http://www.md-journal.com


Table 3

Correlations (rs) between whole knee scintigraphic/CT and clinical data.

Knee VRS (0–10) KOOS (100–0)

Early planar scintigraphic images Early uptake images (0, 1, 2) rs=0.02 rs=�0.02
Visual analysis (OSCGM, OSCGM-e, and OSEM-3D reconstructions) VA knee OSEM-3D (0, 1, 2) rs=0.09 rs=�0.08

VA knee OSCGM (0, 1, 2) rs=0.05 rs=�0.13
VA knee OSCGM-e (0, 1, 2) rs=0.01 rs=�0.11

OSCGM quantitative paramete rs Knee SUVmax OSCGM rs=0.10 rs=�0.11
Knee SUVpeak OSCGM rs=0.10 rs=�0.10
Knee MOAV OSCGM rs=0.04 rs=0.08
Knee MOAB OSCGM rs=0.11 rs=�0.02

OSCGM-e quantitative paramete rs Knee SUVmax OSCGM-e rs=0.08 rs=�0.09
Knee SUVpeak OSCGM-e rs=0.09 rs=�0.09
Knee MOAV OSCGM-e rs=0.05 rs=0.04
Knee MOAB OSCGM-e rs=0.12 rs=�0.06

CT CT knee OA (0, 1, 2) rs=0.09 rs=0.02

VA= visual analysis, VRS= visual rating scale.
No P value was inferior to .05.
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bone SPECT (OSEM-3D) for ICRS III-IV knee OAwas 1.0 [0.95;
1.0] for MC, 0.80 [0.49; 0.94] for LC, and 0.30 [0.15; 0.52] for
PFC.
Performance of bone SPECT was depending on the type of

planned UKA. In the 83 operated knees with medial UKA
indication, performance of bone SPECT (according to OSEM-3D
reconstruction with visual analysis) for the diagnosis of lateral
OA (ICRS≥2) was as follows: Se=0.00 [0.00; 0.32], Sp=0.85
[0.76; 0.92], PPV=0.00 [0.00; 0.26], NPV=0.89 [0.80; 0.94],
and Acc=0.77 [0.67; 0.85]. Sixteen patients presented a lateral
OA (ICRS≥2). Eight of these patients had an ICRS 4 lateral OA.
They were all planned for lateral UKA and were all detected by
visual analysis according to the OSEM-3D reconstruction. The 8
other patients were all planned for medial UKA, and had an ICRS
2-3 lateral OA (6 patients with ICRS 2 and 2 patients with ICRS 3
OA). None of these 8 patients was detected by visual analysis
according to OSEM-3D reconstruction.
4. Discussion

The preoperative assessment of knee OA is currently based on
clinical and plain radiographic criteria. While it is established that
clinical findings are notwell correlatedwith plain radiographic,[20]

it has been shown that there was a major discrepancy between
radiographic and macroscopic per-operative findings.[10] Other
imaging modalities have emerged to improve the diagnostic
accuracy of kneeOA.MRI is a good tool to assess location of knee
OA[21] and bone SPECT has been shown to be a good imaging
modality in this indication,[13] to select patients for UKA.[17]

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study assessing the
correlation between quantitative bone SPECT and per-operative
staging of knee OA. Kim et al have shown that SUVmax was
Table 4

Correlations between ICRS and imaging data (SUVmax, SUVpeak, C

ICRS MC

SUVmax OSCGM rs=0.25 (P= .02)
OSCGM-e rs=0.22 (P= .04)

SUVpeak OSCGM rs=0.25 (P= .02)
OSCGM-e rs=0.23 (P= .03)

CT rs=0.26 (P= .01)

LC= lateral compartment, MC=medial compartment, PFC=patellofemoral compartment.
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correlated with other imaging modalities, such as plain radio-
graphs and MRI for the MC,[22] but the correlation between OA
per-operative staging and quantitative SPECT parameters has not
been tested.
Concerning the correlation between clinical (KOOS and VRS)

and imaging data, bone SPECT was not correlated with clinical
data in knees with planned surgery. Our results were discordant
with a previous article: Kim et al[14] showed a correlation
between clinical and scintigraphic visual findings but these
authors analyzed both knees of the patients. In our study, there
was no statistical correlation between SPECT (SUVmax,
SUVpeak, MOAV, and MOAB) or CT data with clinical
findings. This suggests that in patients needing surgery, bone
metabolism is not the main cause of symptoms.
Method for delineation of metabolic volume in nuclear

medicine is still a matter of debate. For the MOAV, we have
chosen a threshold of 50% of the SUVmax. This method
probably overestimates the MOAV of the miduptake OA, and as
a consequence, overestimates the MOAB of these lesions. A fixed
threshold of SUV may not be the good solution because of the
great variation of the background intensity. This could be
improved by SUV normalization to skeletal volume.[23] In effect,
as Tc-99m DPD uptake is mainly contained to skeleton, body
weight normalized SUV is higher in patients with high body mass
index. Other methods, such as a threshold considering a
percentage of the SUVmean of a reference region of interest,
should be considered, and may improve OA delineation. MOAV
delineation could be performed on both OSCGM and OSCGM-e
images. However for the OSCGM-e reconstruction, using CT
data to contain uptakes in bone voxels, it was often necessary to
manually remove voxels away from the joint from the MOAV,
particularly in case of knee effusion. In effect, knee effusion
T).

ICRS LC ICRS PFC

rs=0.51 (P< .01) rs=0.27 (P= .01)
rs=0.62 (P< .01) rs=0.03 (P= .74)
rs=0.51 (P< .01) rs=0.27 (P= .01)
rs=0.63 (P< .01) rs=0.04 (P= .71)
rs=0.22 (P= .03) rs=0.30 (P< .01)



Figure 4. Performance of SPECT-CT and CT in the diagnosis of knee OA in the MC (upper graph), the LC (middle graph), and the PFC (lower graph).
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uptake is commonly seen in DPD bone scan. As a consequence,
on OSCGM-e images, we observed expanded cortical uptakes,
that needed manual intervention, which may reduce the
interobserver reproducibility of MOAV and MOAB.
We found in a significant cohort a statistically significant

correlation between bone SPECT quantitative parameters and
per-operative OA staging in the 3 knee compartments. Per-
operative staging was correlated with both SUVmax and
SUVpeak in the 3 knee compartments, except for the PFC in
7

the OSCGM-e images. This could be due to effusion uptakes,
which are contained to bone in the OSCGM-e images, leading to
artifactual bone uptakes. Medial and lateral compartment
SUVmax could help to predict ICRS staging before surgery.
The performance of bone SPECT (OSEM-3D reconstruction)

was excellent for the MC, considering the per-operative
assessment of knee OA as a gold standard. Sensitivity was
0.99 [0.94; 1.00] and specificity was 0.67 [0.30; 0.90] (the 95%
confidence interval of specificity was much wider because most

http://www.md-journal.com
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patients underwent UKA surgery for MC OA). This high
sensitivity could be explained by the high proportion of ICRS 4
OA in the medial compartment (70%). Hart et al also found an
excellent sensitivity for the detection of medial OA.[17] In their
study, medial OA were all grade 4 OA (according to the
Outerbridge classification[24]), in patients with indication of
medial UKA. In the LC, considering the 83 knees with
indication of medial UKA, sensitivity of bone SPECT (OSEM-
3D reconstruction) in our study for the detection of ICRS 2 or
more OA was 0.00 [0.00; 0.32]. This sensitivity is way
insufficient, and does not allow the surgeon to dispense with
per-operative exploration of the LC. It has already been shown
that bone scan was not able to detect ICRS 1 and 2 OA in the
LC.[17] In our series, 8 patients with medial UKA indication had
a LC OA of ICRS 2 or more. Out of these 8 patients, lateral OA
(2 patients with grade 3, and 6 patients with grade 2) was not
detected in the bone SPECT images in any patient. If we
consider our whole series (91 analyzed knees), out of the 8
ICRS 4 lateral OA, all patient showed an intense uptake. These
8 detected lesions were in patients in which a lateral UKA was
planned. If bone SPECT performance is excellent for grade 4
lateral knee OA, it looks insufficient for grade 2 and grade 3.
Moreover, this suggests that bone scan is more a tracer of
loading history of the compartments of the knee, like
Hirschmann et al showed it,[25] than OA. On the other side,
specificity for the LC was 0.85 [0.76; 0.92] (OSEM 3D
reconstruction). This good specificity should warn the surgeon
about a potential indication of TKA (in case of planning a
medial UKA) when the bone scan is positive in the LC.
Our results about the low sensitivity of bone SPECT for lateral

OA in patients with indication of medial UKA run contrary to the
current literature. In the series of Hart et al,[17] 114 patients
underwent a bone SPECT before knee arthroplasty. One hundred
patients did not show lateral uptake: 73 had no lateral OA, 24
had grade 1 lateral OA, and 3 had grade 2 lateral OA (according
to the Outerbridge classification[24]). Fourteen patients showed
lateral uptake: they all had grade 3 lateral OA. According to their
data, the authors concluded that bone SPECT was a reliable tool
to select patients for UKA. In another study by Jeer et al[13] about
45 patients undergoing bone SPECT before medial UKA, 8
patients presented a lateral femoral condyle OA (mild OA for the
8 of them, according to the Jackson’s classification[26]). Six of
these 8 lesions were detected on the bone scan. Six patients
presented a lateral tibial plateau OA: only one of them was
detected on the bone SPECT. The data of our study confirm the
lack of sensitivity of bone SPECT in the LC before medial UKA
surgery.
The performance of bone SPECT in the PFC was low. The

sensitivity was 0.23 [0.12; 0.39] (OSEM-3D images). None of the
3 ICRS 4 patellofemoral OA was detected on the SPECT images.
As a consequence, bone SPECT performance is insufficient to
dispense with per-operative exploration. Like for the LC,
specificity was good (0.86 [0.74; 0.93]), but assessment of
patellofemoral OA seems to be of lower importance to select
patients for UKA.[9]

Our prospective study has some limits. First, there was only
one reader, which does not allow to perform the inter-reader
agreement of the bone SPECT-CT. Then, the CT acquisition
performed was low-dosed. As a consequence, it may be
hardly comparable with conventional CT scan performed
for diagnosis of OA. Lastly, the per-operative data of 23
patients were not gathered, corresponding to 19% of the
analyzed knees.
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5. Conclusion

This original study challenges the reliability of bone SPECT-CT
to select patients for UKA because of the lack of sensitivity in the
LC in patients with medial UKA indication. In our series, bone
SPECT was more specific but less sensitive than CT for the
assessment of lateral and patellofemoral OA. The good specificity
of bone SPECT in the LC should warn the surgeon about possible
indication of TKA. Quantitative bone SPECT data (SUVmax,
SUVpeak) are correlated with intraoperative assessment of OA
according to the ICRS scale. The follow-up of this cohort will
allow to assess if the uptake in the other compartment is
predictive of UKA failure.
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